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About This Content

Immerse yourself in the world of Arthanswold with the complete Witanlore: Dreamtime soundtrack. Explore the unique musical
styling from every unexplored corner of the map as painted through sound and song.

1. Oghdan's Dream
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2.Chut'que

3.First Rays of Light Over Duan Rhod

4.Kit'ke

5.Kindred

6.On the Valley

7.Clawdance

8.Witanwill

9.Ballestra

10. Deskara Stirs

11. A Thousand Eyes

12. Uncle's Tales

13. Sons of the Bear

14. Fairwood

15. Fast Angling

16. Journey

17. Brigand Blade

18. Revelations from a Prophecy

19. The Veil

20. Nightlore

21. Heritage

22. The Ritual

23. The Great White Bear Mystery

24. Meeting the Hooded Figure

25. Ffyn's First Quarrel

26. A New Tale is Born

27. A Thousand Voices

28. Blood Solstice
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29. The Queen

30. The Queen's nest

31. Geden's Peace

32. He-Walks-Before

33. Strings for a Fisherman

34. Wenmera

35. Remains of the Underwater Elders

36. A Tragic Legacy

37. Battleframe

38. Salmon Rush

39. Fair Breeze

40. Beodlyft

41. Hidden Temple

42. Unshrouded

43. Proving Ground

44. Meervane

45. Plays-Like-Gopher

46. Haggling Sailor

47. Through the Canyon Wastes

48. Kamal-tze

49. The Wind Whispers

50. Echoes of Khet

51. Hall of Old Souls

52. Entering the Main Temple

53. Ffyn

54. Ffyn's Match

55. Heed the Call

56. Faelora within the Veil
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57. Drinkin' Bear

58. Nightwhispers

59. Dreamworld

60. Mother's Song
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Total piece of crap. Its not even the graphics. I couldn't care less about graphics. What I DO care about is good gameplay and
games that are enjoyable to play. I read that you could fly the zeppelin in this. You cant. Multiplayer costs a subscription, the
controls are garbage, theirs only a couple planes (and no flyable zeppelin). Just stay away. If you want to fly WWI era planes,
look into Il-2 Battle of Stalingrad. Their moving all the WWI era planes from Rise of Flight into Il-2 and both games were
fantastic to begin with. Just stay away from this garbage. Its not even as good as the original cell shaded Dawn of Aces.... 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/cVdhpp5f8gw. Literally the worst \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game I have ever played. It is as broken as
my butt as soon as my mom figures out I ever played this.. When I bought this DLC, I had high expectations, but was vaguely
dissapointed. The water looks like concrete, and the boats spawn inside of each other.. This game has tons of potential, and i
would love to see this game grow, all that i can say is bad is that the sword sheathe needs to be more forgiving when you put the
sword in it because the anime style of this game needs you to put the sword back in hundreds of times. Also the graphics (which
is obvious to change) need an improvment. But i seriously cant find a reason why this game shouldnt be made. To
FlamingHotCheetos - your game is amazing, and has way too much potential to not grow.. A decent indie game if you are in the
mood. Lacking in some respects, but for the price you pay its certainly value for money.

I would personally explore different Visual Novels before trying this one this, this is one designed clearly for more experienced
Visual Novel "players".. It is what it says on the tin. Also cats. gyromancer would be better if you could just get to the next level
of play i think its broken and the devs need to look in to fixing it don't waste your money.. Game is still early access, but support
devs like Jonas.
I encountered a bug in the game yesterday. Messaged on the discussion board to let the dev know, dev asked if I could send
through the save file. Did this too. Dev not only patches the bug SAME DAY, but sends me back my save file, with the bug
fixed, so I could continue my game.
The game is still a work in progress, but it's enjoyable today, and it's in great hands.. I have no idea what i am supposed to do.
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It looks like a nice casual game, but it's actually very stressfull. All the countdowns and vibrating graphics are making me panic
and be bad at it.. Even after half a yeah I still check game's page twice a month hoping for updates on translation. Beautiful
game, but it's a pain to play without\with youtube translation.. Oh my God, this game is absolute trash.
-Floaty, imprecise controls
-Awful combat
-Awful voice acting
-The story had an interesting setup, but thats not special for the remake, so the devs get no credit for it.
Overall, just don't.. I bought this game with a CD years ago, had hundreds of hours in it. Re-bought it on steam because i really
wanted to play it again. Absolutely great and especially UNIQUE game. Although this game is not for everyone.

A good example of: great playability >♥♥♥♥♥♥graphics .

10/10.

Edit: Works in windows 10. Just run in compatibility (windows XP service pack 3) + admin mode. Check how on google!

Edit2: Also download the resolutions mod pack available in steam guides. Should appear at the top.. Cossacks II Electric
Boogaloo.

As of 25 Oct 2018 they have updated the game so that it works on windows 10.
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